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a b s t r a c t
Spin–orbit coupling (SOC) is an essential factor in photophysics of heavy transition metal com-
plexes. By enabling efficient population of the lowest triplet state and its strong emission, it
gives rise to a very interesting photophysical behavior and underlies photonic applications such
as organic light emitting diodes (OLED) or luminescent imaging agents. SOC affects excited-
state characters, relaxation dynamics, radiative and nonradiative decay pathways, as well as
Abbreviations: ADF, Amsterdam Density Functional (quantum chemistry software package); bpy, 2,2′-bipyridine; C∧N, cyclometallated ligands coordinated by an
aromatic carbon and nitrogen atoms; CASSCF, complete active space self-consistent field (computational technique); COSMO, conductor like screening model (describing
solvent in DFT); DFT, density functional theory; DMF, N,N-dimethylformamide; dmp, 4,7-dimethyl-1,10-phenanthroline; imH, imidazole; IL, intraligand excited state, also
called LC (ligand-centered); ISC, intersystem crossing; IVR, intramolecular vibrational reorganization; KS, Kohn–Sham; LCAO, linear combination of atomic orbitals; LF,
ligand field excited state, also called MC (metal-centered); LLCT, ligand to ligand charge transfer; MLCT, metal to ligand charge transfer; MOLCAS, quantum chemistry
software package; MS-CASPT2, multistate complete active space perturbation theory; N∧N, !-diimine ligands (usually polypyridines); OLED, organic light-emitting diode;
phen, 1,10-phenanthroline; ppy, 2-phenyl-pyridine; RASSI-SO, restricted active space state interaction including SOC; SA-CASSCF, state average CASSCF; SO, spin–orbit;
SOC, spin–orbit coupling; TDDFT, time-dependent DFT; thpy, 2-(2-thienyl)-pyridine; TRIR, time-resolved IR spectroscopy; UKS, unrestricted Kohn–Sham (DFT technique to
calculate open-shell systems in terms of !, " spinorbitals).
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lifetimes and reactivity. We present a new photophysical model based on mixed-spin states,
illustrated by relativistic spin–orbit TDDFT and MS-CASPT2 calculations of [Re(imidazole)(CO)3(1,10-
phenanthroline)]+. An excited-state scheme is constructed from spin–orbit (SO) states characterized
by their energies, double-group symmetries, parentages in terms of contributing spin-free singlets and
triplets, and oscillator strengths of corresponding transitions from the ground state. Some of the predic-
tions of the relativistic SO model on the number and nature of the optically populated and intermediate
excited states are qualitatively different from the spin-free model. The relativistic excited-state model
accounts well for electronic absorption and emission spectra of ReI carbonyl diimines, as well as their
complex photophysical behavior. Then, we discuss the SO aspects of photophysics of heavy metal com-
plexes from a broader perspective. Qualitative SO models as well as previous relativistic excited-state
calculations are briefly reviewed together with experimental manifestations of SOC in polypyridine and
cyclometallated complexes of second- and third row d6 metals. It is shown that the relativistic SO model
can provide a comprehensive and unifying photophysical picture.
© 2011 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
Efficient population of low-lying triplet state(s) and intense
phosphorescence are the two phenomena that distinguish photo-
physics of heavy transition metal complexes from those of organic
compounds. They are at heart of important photonic applica-
tions of transition metal complexes as luminophores in “organic
light-emitting diodes” (OLED), sensors, probes, imaging agents,
and photosensitizers of electron or energy transfer. Both these
effects are consequences of spin–orbit coupling (SOC) introduced
by the metal atom, whose electrons are involved in relevant exci-
tations [1–3]. SOC accelerates intersystem crossing (ISC) from
optically populated “singlet” excited states into “triplet” states,
and makes the “triplet” radiative decay allowed and relatively fast.
However, the previous statement is somewhat self-contradictory
since assigning spin labels to electronic states is not appropri-
ate in the presence of strong SOC that, to a large extent, smears
off the distinctions between fluorescence and phosphorescence
as well as between intersystem crossing and internal conver-
sion. The “appropriateness of assigning spin labels to excited
states of inorganic complexes” was questioned [4] already in
1974, shortly after the discovery of [Ru(bpy)3]2+ emission and
excited-state electron-transfer reactivity. Distinct “triplet-state”
photophysics and photochemistry are especially eminent in the
case of closed-shell pseudo-octahedral d6, square-planar d8 and
flattened-tetrahedral d10 metal complexeswith electron-accepting
!-diimine (N∧N) or cyclometallated (C∧N) ligands that introduce
low-lying metal to ligand charge transfer (MLCT, d#*) and intrali-
gand (IL, ##*) excited states, while the metal atom (usually ReI,
OsII, IrIII, PtII or AuI) is responsible for the relativistic SO effects.
Despite the essential role of SOC in spectroscopy and photo-
physics of heavy metal complexes, experimental observations on
excited-state properties and dynamics are usually interpreted at
the level of spin-free singlet and triplet states, arguing that the
large difference in their lifetimes and small magnitudes of SOC-
induced triplet splitting (i.e. zero-field splitting, ZFS) warrant the
neglect of SOC effects, at least at ambient temperatures. Quan-
tum chemical calculations of excited states also often neglect SOC.
Nevertheless, spin-free CASSCF/CASPT2-type [5–8] and (TD)DFT
[8–10] techniques are still instrumental in interpreting photophys-
ical behavior and spectra. DFT techniques with hybrid functionals
are successfully used to visualize singlet and triplet CT states and
reveal their characters by displaying differences of electron density
distribution upon excitation and/or excited-state spin-density dis-
tributions [9–13]. In such studies, the UKS technique is employed
to optimize the lowest triplet-state structures, which are then
used to calculate excited-state IR and UV–vis absorption spectra
[9,11,14,15]. Spin-free excited-state structures can also be opti-
mized using TDDFT. Unlike UKS, TDDFT is not limited to the lowest
state of particular spin and symmetry [9].
Fig. 1. Schematic structure of [Re(imH)(CO)3(phen)]+.
Neglecting SOC is, however, a severe approximation that could
miss important effects and lead to incomplete, if not incorrect,
interpretations of spectroscopic, photophysical and photochemical
observations. SO effects can be introduced at various conceptual
and computational levels. To account for the strong phosphores-
cence, it is sufficient to consider SO as a weak perturbation that
splits the lowest triplet state into three spin components andmakes
some of them emissive by mixing with allowed singlets [1–3].
This approach aids developing OLED luminophores and has been
used to formulate useful design rules [1–3,16,17]. On the other
hand, assigningUV–vis absorption spectra and understanding pho-
tophysical behavior requires us to go one step further and think
in terms of spin–orbit states characterized by their double-group
symmetry but no spin labels [18–20].
In this paper, we develop and explain an SO excited-state
model of [Re(imH)(CO)3(phen)]+ (Fig. 1) using SO TDDFT and
CASSCF/CASPT2-type calculations, and examine how this new
approach can interpret available photophysical data. It will be
demonstrated that the SOmodel accounts very well for absorption
spectra, emission properties, and excited-state dynamics, some
of its conclusions being qualitatively different from the spin-
free approach. [Re(imH)(CO)3(phen)]+ represents a broad class of
ReI tricarbonyl-diimine complexes [21–23], which show very rich
photophysics and photochemistry [10,14,15,24] and engage in a
range of photonic applications such as photosensitizers and pho-
totriggers of electron-transfer reactions [11,25–29], photocatalysts
of CO2 reduction [30–32], phosphorescent labels and probes of
biomolecules [33–36], sensors [37,38], molecular switches [39–42]
and OLED emitters [43], or probes of ps–ns dynamics of solvents,
proteins or supramolecular hosts [11,24,50,51,63–65]. The cho-
sen example [Re(imH)(CO)3(phen)]+ [44] not only epitomizes the
salient features of ReI carbonyl-diimine photophysics but also has a
prominent position amongst Re-based photosensitizers because of
its ability to trigger photoinduced electron transfer and relaxation
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Fig. 2. Correlation of MS-CASPT2 calculated singlet (left) and triplet (right) spin-
free states with SO states (middle) of [Re(imH)(CO)3(phen)]+ in vacuo. Red, blue,
and black arrows indicate transitions with oscillator strengths larger than 0.01,
0.001–0.01, and 0.0005–0.001, respectively. RASSI-SO MS-CASPT2 calculation on
CASSCF wavefunctions.
dynamics in Re-labeled proteins [11,25,44–54]. The proposed rel-
ativistic SO model accounts well for the excited-state behavior of
ReI carbonyl diimines and explains in a unifiedway various aspects
of spectroscopy, photophysics and photochemistry of heavy metal
complexes at large.
2. Spin-free excited states of [Re(im)(CO)3(phen)]+ and
other ReI tricarbonyl-diimines
In the spin-freemodel, electronic states are classifiedas spin sin-
glets (S=0,MS =1) and triplets (S=1,MS =3),whichare shown in the
left and right columns, respectively, of Figs. 2 and 3. Regardless the
spin, the spectroscopically and photophysically relevant low-lying
excited states of ReI tricarbonyl diimines [Re(L)(CO)3(N∧N)]n result
frommixing ofMLCT, LLCT, and IL characters [21,22], whose extent
determines the excited-state properties. Two types of mixing have
to be considered:
(i) MLCT–LLCTmixing. The lowest states are predominantlyMLCT
but contain contributions from ligand-to-ligand charge transfer
(LLCT) due to a d-orbital mixingwith#*(CO) and occupied#(L)
orbitals. Thus, MLCT states always involve depopulation of car-
bonyl #* orbitals and should be viewed as ReI(CO)3→bpy CT.
The #*(CO) electronic depopulation upon excitation is clearly
manifested by shifts of $(CO) vibrations to higher energies
[9,12–14,22,24,55–59].MixingofMLCTandL→N∧NLLCTchar-
acters is especially strong in complexes containing # donating
ligand L (halides, NCS−, amides, phosphides, alkoxides, thi-
olates, imidazole, etc.) [9–13,21,22,60,61]. For example, the
low-lying excited-states of [Re(I)(CO)3(bpy)] contain about 50%
of I→bpy LLCT and 50% Re(CO)3→bpy MLCT characters [10]
and are best viewed as delocalized Re(I)(CO)3→bpy CT.Mixing
Fig. 3. Correlation of TD-DFT calculated singlet (left) and triplet (right) spin-free
states with SO states (middle) of [Re(imH)(CO)3(phen)]+ in DMF solution. Red, blue
and black arrows indicate transitions with oscillator strengths larger than 0.01,
0.001–0.01 and 0.0005–0.001, respectively. SO-TDDFT (PBE0, COSMO-DMF) calcu-
lation. Spin-free state characters are as follows: a1A′′ , b1A,’ d1A′: MLCT. Higher-lying
singlets contain large IL components. a3A′′ , a3A′: MLCT with IL contributions, b3A′′ ,
b3A′: ILwithMLCT contributions. Higher triplets are stronglymixed. (MLCT contains
small imH→phen LLCT contributions.)
between metal d# and ligand (L) p# orbitals is well described
(sometimes even exaggerated) by DFT with hybrid function-
als [8,9,13,62], which calculates the lowest two MLCT/LLCT
transitions as occurring from occupied (d#–p#) Kohn–Sham
molecular orbitals,whichare#-antibondingwith respect to the
M–L bond, to a#*(N∧N) orbital. Corresponding two transitions
from the (d#+p#) #-bonding orbitals lie at higher energies
depending on L. (Note that d# orbitals are, in addition, mixed
with #*(CO).) The d(Re), #*(CO) and #(L) contributions are
quantified by the respective LCAO coefficients in the KS wave-
function.
(ii) MLCT–IL interconfigurational mixing mostly occurs in triplet
states and its extent sensitively depends on the molecular
structure and environment [21,22]. It affects the properties of
low-lying excited states by diminishing the amount of charge
transferred from the metal upon excitation.
TDDFT describes the MLCT–IL mixing in a natural way [9] as a
combination of d→#* and #→#* one-electron excitations. Elec-
tronic transition to any given excited state ESm is represented by
a linear combination of one-electron excitations between pairs of
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ground-state KS molecular orbitals !p, !q:
GS→ ESm =
∑
p<q
cpq,m(!p → !q) (1a)
The square of the expansion coefficient c2pq,m specifies the contribu-
tion of the one-electron excitation from the orbital!p to the virtual
orbital !q, expressed as a fraction of 1 (or in %),
∑
p<qc
2
pq,m = 1
(100). For example, in the particular case of transition to a mixed
CT/IL state, we can write:
GS→ CT/IL = cd#∗ (d#→ #∗)+ c##∗ (#→ #∗) (1b)
where# and#* areN∧N-localized orbitals andd# consists of d(Re),
#*(CO) and #(L). TDDFT-calculated MLCT–IL mixing in the low-
est triplet state of ReI carbonyl-diimines depends on the dielectric
model used to describe the solvent. Experimentally, TRIR spec-
troscopy shows strong effects of themolecular environment on the
amount of the MLCT contribution [15,51,63–66].
Spin-free DFT and TDDFT calculations have been per-
formed on [Re(X)(CO)3(N∧N)] (X=halide) [9,10,14,15,61],
[Re(Etpy)(CO)3(bpy)]+ in MeCN [10,63], [Re(Et-imH)(CO)3(phen)]+
in MeCN [51], Re(histidine)(CO)3(phen)+ in an azurin fragment in
water [11], and the series [Re(imH)(CO)3(N∧N)]+ (N∧N=bpy, phen,
dmp) in DMF [14]. The lowest a1A′ → a1A′′ MLCT transition due
to HOMO→ LUMO excitation has a very small oscillator strength
because of a poor orbital overlap and is not supposed to contribute
significantly to the absorption spectra. The first two allowed
transitions a1A′ →b,d1A′, which give rise to the lowest absorption
band around 360nm, are composed of HOMO-1,HOMO-2→ LUMO
excitations in the case of bpy and 80% HOMO-1,HOMO-2→ LUMO
plus 20% HOMO→ LUMO+1 for phen and dmp. These transitions
are predominantly Re(CO)3→N∧NMLCT in character, with a small
imH→N∧N LLCT admixture [14]. Intraligand ##* transitions
follow at higher energies producing intense UV bands (∼320nm
(bpy), 270–280nm (phen, dmp). (The notation used herein
assumes the Cs symmetry, the letters a, b, . . . denote the order of
states of given spin and symmetry.) Four spin-free triplet states
were calculated to occur in a narrow range of about 0.7 eV. They
are all of amixedMLCT/IL character. TheMLCT component prevails
in the lowest triplet state a3A′′, together with a small imH→N∧N
LLCT contribution [14]. The characters of [Re(imH)(CO)3(phen)]+
spin-free states are summarized in the legend to Fig. 3. (Small
differences from the results presented in [14] are caused by
different basis sets and solvent models used.)
3. Spin–orbit excited-state model of [Re(imH)(CO)3(phen)]+
3.1. Theory and techniques
Spin–orbit coupling (SOC) originates from the interaction
between the magnetic moments generated by spin and orbital
electron motions [5,67–69]. It couples spatial and spin electron
movements, mixes states of different spin multiplicities ("S=0,
±1)and lifts the spindegeneracyof Smultipletsby splitting theirMs
sublevels. Each triplet state thus gives rise to three SO states. S and
Ms are no longer “good” quantum numbers. SOC emerges naturally
from the Dirac equation, whereas an additional SO Hamiltonian,
HˆSO, has to be added into the Schrödinger equation. For polyatomic
molecules, HˆSO is, in principle, a multicenter operator containing
one- and two-electron terms:
HˆSO =
∑
A
∑
i
#(ri)l
A
i · si + 2-electron terms (2)
where lAi is the ith electron angular momentum with respect to
the atom A and si is the spin momentum. #(riA) is a function of the
electron distance from the nucleus A that increaseswith the atomic
number:
#(riA) =
˛2
2
ZeffA∣∣RA − ri∣∣3 (3)
ZeffA stands for an effective nuclear charge, ˛ is the hyperfine split-
ting constant (∼1/137 a.u.), and ri is the electron distance from
the nucleus A at the position RA. (Boldface symbols correspond to
3-dimensional vectors.) The one-electron term describes the inter-
action between angular and spin magnetic moments of the same
electron (i) under the influence of nuclear charges of all atoms A in
the molecule. Two-electron terms describe the coupling between
the spinmomentumof the electron iwith the orbitalmomentumof
another electron (j) (and vice versa), and between the electron i and
the magnetic moment induced by its movement in the field of the
electron j [5]. They provide a partial shielding of the one-electron
term that makes a dominant contribution to Eq. (2). Neglecting
the 2-electron terms therefore tends to overestimate SOC [5]. SOC
rapidly increaseswith the atomicnumberbecause theone-electron
term grows with the nuclear charge much faster than the two-
electron ones [5].
Computational implementations of SOC inCASSCF-type andDFT
methods have been reviewed recently [5]. In the present work, we
have used two different approaches to calculate spin–orbit states
of [Re(imH)(CO)3(N∧N)]+:
(i) Restricted Active Space State Interaction including SOC (RASSI-
SO) within multistate complete active space perturbation
theory (CASSCF MS-CASPT2) method incorporated in MOLCAS
version 7.4 [70]. RASSI-SO computes matrix elements over
spin–orbit states based on first order MS-CASPT2 wave func-
tions [71] using atomic mean-field integrals (AMFI) [72] to
account for the 2-electron terms. These calculations were per-
formed in vacuum.
(ii) Approximate SO-TDDFT [73] using Amsterdam Density Func-
tional (ADF) [74] program package. This technique calculates
first the sets of spin-free singlet and triplet states and considers
SO effects afterwards, producing the double-group symmetry
SO states. The solvent was incorporated using the dielectric
continuum model COSMO [75–77]. Counter-ion effects were
neglected since published electrochemical studies do not indi-
cate any ion-pairing of cationic Re carbonyl-diimines in polar
solvents. A test calculation on a small number of states was
performed using the computationally much more demanding
two-component relativistic TDDFT [78]. The results were com-
parable with those of the approximate SO-TDDFT [73,79].
Each of these techniques produces a manifold of SO states
that are characterized by their energies relative to the ground
state, double-group symmetries, parentage in terms of contribut-
ing spin-free states, as well as oscillator strengths and Einstein
coefficients of spontaneous emission describing the absorp-
tion and emission intensities, respectively. The Cs symmetry of
[Re(imH)(CO)3(phen)]+ was fixed in all calculations.
3.2. Spin–orbit states at the ground-state geometry:
Franck–Condon transitions
Results of SO calculations of [Re(imH)(CO)3(phen)]+ at the DFT-
optimized ground-state geometry are summarized in Figs. 2 and 3.
Left and right columns show spin-free singlet and triplet states,
respectively. SO states are presented in the middle, with dashed
lines indicating theprincipal contributions. SO-state energies, char-
acters and oscillator strengths of transitions from the ground state
are summarized in Table 1. SO-state diagrams calculated by RASSI-
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Table 1
SO-RASSI–MS-CASPT2 and SO-TDDFT (COSMO-DMF) calculated SO excited states of [Re(imH)(CO)3(phen)]+. Energies and oscillator strengths correspond to transitions from
the aA′ ground SO state.
SO state Contribution of spin–free states (%) Energy (eV) Energy (cm−1) Osc. strength
SO-RASSI–MS-CASPT2
1 aA′′ a3A′′ (78) + a3A′ (14) +b1A′ (1) + c3A′ (3) 3.166 25,535 0.0000
2 bA′ a3A′′ (82) + a3A′ (15) + c3A′ (1) 3.179 25,640 0.0000
3 cA′ a3A′′ (92) +b1A′ (4) + c3A′ (1) 3.190 25,729 0.0060
4 bA′′ a3A′ (50) + a1A′′ (46) + c3A′ (2) + b3A′ (1) 3.266 26,342 0.0019
5 cA′′ a3A′ (82) + a3A′′ (17) 3.370 27,180 0.0000
6 dA′′ a3A′ (84) + a3A′′ (15) 3.370 27,181 0.0000
7 dA′ a3A′ (49) + a1A′′ (49) +b3A′ (1) 3.428 27,649 0.0024
8 eA′ b1A′ (84) + a3A′′ (7) + b3A′′ (5) 3.591 28,963 0.0437
9 fA′ c1A′ (74) +b3A′′ (15) +b3A′ (4) + a3A′′ (3) + a3A′ (2) 3.709 29,915 0.0364
10 eA′′ b3A′′ (87) +b3A′ (6) + c3A′ (5) 3.824 30,843 0.0000
11 fA′′ b3A′′ (63) +d1A′ (26) +b1A′ (5) 3.840 30,972 0.0010
12 gA′ b3A′′ (72) + c1A′ (15) +d1A′ (10) 3.865 31,173 0.0158
13 hA′ d1A′ (57) +b3A′′ (36) + c3A′′ (5) 3.880 31,294 0.0191
SO-TDDFT
1 aA′′ a3A′′ (91) + a3A′ (6) 2.791 22,511 0.0000
2 bA′ a3A′′ (91) + a3A′ (6) + c3A′ (1) 2.792 22,519 0.0003
3 cA′ a3A′′ (96) +b1A′ (1) + b3A′ (1) 2.799 22,575 0.0006
4 bA′′ a3A′ (60) + a1A′′ (34) + c3A′ (2) + b3A′ (2) 2.945 23,753 0.0005
5 cA′′ a3A′ (82) + a3A′′ (17) 2.992 24,132 0.0000
6 dA′ a3A′ (76) + a3A′′ (7) + b3A′′ (15) 2.992 24,132 0.0002
7 dA′′ a1A′′ (57) + a3A′ (38) 3.104 25,035 0.0004
8 eA′ b3A′′ (91) + c3A′ (3) + b1A′ (2) 3.106 25,052 0.0017
9 eA′′ b3A′′ (79) + a3A′ (18) 3.139 25,318 0.0000
10 fA′ b3A′′ (80) + a3A′ (17) 3.141 25,334 0.0003
11 gA′ b1A′ (64) +b3A′ (14) + c3A′ (5) + c1A′ (4) + c3A′′ (4) 3.381 27,270 0.0219
12 fA′′ b3A′ (67) + c3A′ (20) +d3A′ (5) 3.392 27,358 0.0000
13 hA′ b3A′ (57) + c3A′ (23) +b1A′ (6) 3.395 27,382 0.0026
14 gA′′ b3A′ (62) + c3A′ (25) +b1A′′ (5) 3.397 27,399 0.0009
15 iA′ c3A′ (48) +b3A′ (11) +d1A′ (17) +b1A′ (8) + c1A′ (5) 3.471 27,995 0.0173
16 hA′′ c3A′ (63) +b3A′ (23) +d3A′ (5) + b3A′′ (8) 3.473 28,012 0.0000
17 iA′′ c3A′ (65) +b3A′ (21) +b1A′′ (6) 3.476 28,036 0.0002
18 jA′ c1A′ (67) +d3A′ (8) + c3A′ (7) + b1A′ (4) 3.500 28,229 0.0042
19 kA′ d1A′ (40) +d3A′ (38) +b3A′ (5) + b1A′ (5) 3.579 28,867 0.0361
20 jA′′ c3A′′ (93) 3.596 29,004 0.0000
21 lA′ d1A′ (30) + c3A′′ (58) + c3A′ (6) + c1A′ (3) 3.605 29,076 0.0251
SO/MS-CASPT2 (Fig. 2) andSO-TDDFT (Fig. 3)methods showsimilar
qualitative features for the lowest six SO states; the small dif-
ferences occurring at higher energies stem from the much larger
gap between the spin-free a3A′ and b3A′′ states in MS-CASPT2
than TDDFT. The following discussion will be based on the results
obtainedwith theSO-TDDFT technique [73] that is computationally
feasible and, at least partly, accounts for the solvent effects.
The three lowest SO states have A′′, A′ and A′ symmetries,
denoted aA′′, bA′ and cA′ in the order of increasing energy. They
are predominantly a3A′′ MLCT in origin. The lowest aA′′ state is
spectroscopically forbidden whereas transitions to the second and
third states (bA′, cA′) have very small oscillator strengths and could
weakly contribute to the red tail of the absorption band. The over-
all separation of the lowest three states cA′–aA′′ was calculated as
64 cm−1 by SO-TDDFT and 194 cm−1 by CASPT2. The first weakly
allowed transition occurs to the mixed MLCT–IL state eA′ that con-
sists of 94% triplet character, gaining intensity through the 2%
b1A′ contribution. The first fully allowed transition is directed to
gA′ MLCT with a small IL admixture, followed by transitions to
hA′ and iA′′. Fig. 3 shows that there are more allowed (or semi-
allowed) transitions to SO states than to spin-free singlets. The
higher density of SO states thus accounts well for the broad and
asymmetric shape of the experimental lowest absorption band of
[Re(imH)(CO)3(phen)]+ that extends from ca. 320 to 420nm [14].
The effect of SOC on electronic transitions and simulated absorp-
tion spectrum is shown in Fig. 4. Although the absorption bands
calculated with and without SOC are very similar, their origin is
quite different: the slightlyweaker andbroader SOabsorptionband
arises from a large number of weaker transitions whereas only
Fig. 4. Spin-free TDDFT (top) and SO-TDDFT (bottom) simulated absorption spec-
tra and electronic transitions of [Re(imH)(CO)3(phen)]+ in DMF. (Simulated with
Gaussianband-shapes assuming3000 cm−1 fwhm.) Theexperimental spectrum[14]
shows a broad absorption with distinct shoulders at ca. 362 and 328nm, followed
by a strong absorption at shorterwavelengths, due to transitions not included in the
present simulation.
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three strong transitionsmake for the spin-free band. It is important
to note that even the spectroscopically allowed SO states contain
significant triplet components, e.g. 23% for gA′. Moreover, the SO
states are much more mixed than the spin-free ones in terms of
their character (i.e.orbital parentage),making it difficult todescribe
them in terms of MLCT, LLCT or IL excitations.
3.3. Spin–orbit states at excited-state geometries: towards
interpreting photophysics
Photophysics and excited-state dynamics of ReI carbonyl
diimines have been studied in detail [10,14,15,22,24,80]. The
following salient experimental observations were made on
[Re(imH)(CO)3(phen)]+, which are typical for many other ReI
carbonyl-diimines complexes:
1. Femtosecond laser pulse excitation at 400nm (25,000 cm−1)
triggers emission (”fluorescence”) characterized by a very broad
band at ∼530nm that emerges within the instrument time res-
olution, i.e. faster than 30 fs.
2. Fluorescence decayswith a∼150 fs lifetimewith a simultaneous
population of two states: an intermediate one that shows aweak
broad emission (∼580nm) and decayswith a 1.5ps lifetime, and
the lowest excited state that gives rise to a broad emission at
∼590nm, which decays with a 120ns lifetime [44].
3. Time-resolved UV–vis spectroscopy reveals further relaxation
processes occurring with time-constants 2.0, 3.9, 14, and 28ps,
manifestedby small intensity- andband-shapechanges.Another
8.5ps relaxation is revealed by dynamic IR spectroscopic shifts
[80].
4. TRIR spectra indicate the presence of two long-lived equilibrated
excited states [14]. The “major” state has a predominantly MLCT
character. The “minor” state (10–20% population) is MLCT with
a substantial IL admixture. Both states seem to be populated
simultaneously after optical excitation, establishing a thermal
equilibrium within a few ps [14].
5. The lowest excited state(s) of ReI carbonyl-diimines
[Re(L)(CO)3(N∧N)]n typically show a temperature-
dependent emission decay, with activation energy in
the range 120–1430 cm−1, depending on the diimine
and L [81,82]. (Temperature-dependent lifetime data for
[Re(imH)(CO)3(phen)]+ are not available.)
The observed excited-state behavior has been interpreted
[10,14,15,22] within the spin-free conceptual framework, as
depicted in Fig. 5: Laser-pulse excitation of the lowest allowed
transition of [Re(imH)(CO)3(phen)]+ populates the fluorescent b1A′
MLCT state. Excitation is immediately followed by vibrational
energy redistribution manifested by the “instantaneous” fluores-
cence Stokes shift. The b1A′ state undergoes ∼150 fs intersystem
crossing to the low-lying, long-lived phosphorescent MLCT state
a3A′′. Another “intermediate” phosphorescent state, presumably
b3A′′, is populated on the way and decays fast to a3A′′. Vibrational
and solvational relaxations of b3A′′ and a3A′′ states also contribute
to the observed excited-state dynamics. The spin-free approach
provides a relatively simple photophysical model that explains the
principal experimental observations, although it hasproblemswith
the presence of different relaxation times observed in absorption
and emission, the presence of the second low-lying triplet state
detected by TRIR, and explaining the temperature dependence of
emission lifetimes.
Next, we will examine the power of the SO model in inter-
preting [Re(imH)(CO)3(phen)]+ photophysics. A rigorous treatment
would require calculate potential energy surfaces along SO-state
decay pathways and examine the state crossing regions. Since
this task is beyond current computational means, we have calcu-
Fig. 5. Spin-free photophysical model of [Re(imH)(CO)3(phen)]+ and other ReI
carbonyl-diimine complexes [10,14,15,22]. Optical excitation populates the b1A′
state that undergoes fluorescence (green arrow) and simultaneous ISC to b3A′′ and
a3A′′ (black arrows). Phosphorescence is shown by red arrows. The blue dotted
arrows depict nonradiative decays of the two triplet states. Note, that the very
occurrence of ISC, phosphorescence and a3A′′ → a1A′ nonradiative decay implicitly
requires SOC. SO states are indicated in themiddle column, but not considered in the
spin-free model. Vibrational relaxation of the electronic states involved is omitted
for clarity.
lated the SO states at the geometries (Table A1 – Appendix A) of
the a1A′ ground state and of the relaxed b1A′ and a3A′′ spin-free
excited states, Fig. 6 and Table 2. The latter two approximate the
structures of the optically populated SO state(s) and of the low-
est three SO states, respectively. This approximation is used here
to estimate effects of the structural changes during excited-state
evolution on the whole SO-state manifold and indicate a possi-
ble approach to developing SO photophysical and photochemical
models.
In the SOmodel (Figs. 6 and 7), optical excitation at 400nmpop-
ulates predominantly the gA′ MLCT state, together with MLCT-IL
states iA′, hA′, and eA′. The gA′ state has a ∼23% triplet parentage.
Changing the geometry to that of the spin-free b1A′ state simu-
lates the effect of the observed ultrafast (<30 fs) intramolecular
vibrational redistribution. It stabilizes all the SO states except eA′
and increases the energy difference between the third and the
lowest two SO states, which both acquire about 22% a3A′ at the
expense of the a3A′′ content. A group of potentially strongly emis-
sive states (eA′, fA′, gA′, hA′, iA′, hA′′, jA′, kA′) is calculated in the
region of 23,117–26,640 cm−1, below the Franck–Condon gA′ exci-
tation energy of 27,270 cm−1. The gA′ state itself loses a lot of its
b1A′ character and becomesmuchmore triplet-like due to increas-
ing b3A′′ and c3A′ contributions. Interesting is also the eA′ state that
shifts to higher energy, acquires additional 43% singlet character
and becomes spectroscopically much more allowed.
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Table 2
SO-TDDFT (COSMO-DMF) calculated SO excited states of [Re(imH)(CO)3(phen)]+ at the optimized geometries of the spin-free b1A′ and a3A′′ states. Energies and oscillator
strengths correspond to transitions from the aA′ ground SO state at given geometry. The last column shows the Einstein spontaneous emission coefficient A.
SO state Contribution of spin–free states (%) Energy (eV) Energy (cm−1) Oscillator strength Emiss. coeff. (107 s−1)
b1A′ geometry
1 aA′′ a3A′′ (68) + a3A′ (28) +b3A′ (2) 2.368 19,102 0.0000 0.000
2 bA′ a3A′′ (68) + a3A′ (28) + c1A′ (2) 2.370 19,112 0.0010 0.024
3 cA′ a3A′′ (94) +b1A′ (3) + c3A′ (2) 2.407 19,417 0.0022 0.055
4 bA′′ a3A′ (78) + a1A′′ (19) +b3A′ (3) 2.450 19,761 0.0002 0.005
5 cA′′ a3A′ (68) + a3A′′ (30) 2.545 20,528 0.0000 0.000
6 dA′ a3A′ (68) + a3A′′ (30) 2.545 20,529 0.0001 0.003
7 dA′′ a1A′′ (76) + a3A′ (21) 2.694 21,730 0.0006 0.019
8 eA′ b1A′ (45) +b3A′′ (36) +b3A′ (13) 2.866 23,117 0.0308 1.098
9 eA′′ b3A′′ (88) +b3A′ (7) 2.924 23,579 0.0000 0.000
10 fA′ b3A′′ (90) +b3A′ (6) + b1A′ (2) 2.925 23,593 0.0019 0.071
11 gA′ b1A′ (34) +b3A′′ (60) + c1A′ (1) 2.959 23,862 0.0242 0.919
12 fA′′ b3A′ (84) + c3A′′ (6) + c3A′ (4) 3.040 24,519 0.0000 0.000
13 gA′′ b3A′ (88) + a1A′′ (5) 3.046 24,565 0.0001 0.004
14 hA′ b3A′ (69) +b1A′ (12) + c1A′ (8) 3.049 24,589 0.0100 0.403
15 iA′ c1A′ (77) +b3A′ (11) + c3A′ (6) 3.159 25,479 0.0198 0.857
16 hA′′ c3A′ (82) +b1A′′ (10) 3.202 25,826 0.0019 0.085
17 iA′′ c3A′ (76) +b3A′′ (11) 3.212 25,910 0.0001 0.004
18 jA′ c3A′ (72) + c1A′ (8) + c3A′′ (10) 3.214 25,924 0.0029 0.130
19 kA′ c3A′ (68) +d1A′ (24) 3.303 26,640 0.0148 0.701
a3A′′ geometry
1 aA′′ a3A′′ (94) + a3A′ (3) 2.080 16,778 0.0000 0.000
2 bA′ a3A′′ (94) + a3A′ (3) + c3A′ (2) 2.081 16,787 0.0001 0.002
3 cA′ a3A′′ (96) + c1A′ (1) + c3A′ (1) 2.088 16,845 0.0005 0.009
4 bA′′ a1A′′ (85) + a3A′ (10) 2.252 18,167 0.0011 0.024
5 cA′′ a3A′ (92) + a3A′′ (4) 2.525 20,363 0.0000 0.000
6 dA′ a3A′ (93) + a3A′′ (4) 2.525 20,369 0.0001 0.003
7 dA′′ a3A′ (88) + a1A′′ (4) 2.545 20,528 0.0002 0.006
8 eA′ b3A′ (70) + c1A′ (13) +b3A′′ (4) 2.827 22,802 0.0063 0.218
9 eA′′ b3A′ (80) +b3A′′ (11) 2.864 23,102 0.0000 0.000
10 fA′′ b3A′ (86) + c3A′ (8) + a1A′′ (3) 2.879 23,219 0.0001 0.004
11 fA′ b1A′ (63) +b3A′′(30) + a3A′ (3) 2.891 23,321 0.0015 0.054
12 gA′′ b3A′′(48) + c3A′ (46) 2.913 23,492 0.0000 0.000
13 gA′ c3A′ (52) +b3A′′(32) +b1A′ (11) 2.914 23,506 0.0003 0.011
14 hA′ c1A′ (35) +b3A′′ (58) +d1A′ (4) 2.919 23,543 0.0160 0.592
15 hA′′ c3A′ (86) +b3A′(8) 2.954 23,824 0.0002 0.008
16 iA′ c1A′ (44) +b3A′′ (28) +b3A′ (25) 2.979 24,026 0.0149 0.574
17 iA′′ b3A′′(40) + c3A′ (47) 2.987 24,095 0.0000 0.000
18 jA′ c3A′ (41) +b3A′′(37) +b1A′ (17) 2.993 24,139 0.0011 0.043
On going to the a3A′′ geometry, we see further stabilization of
the whole SO-state manifold while the individual SO states tend
to cluster into four groups. A set of strongly emissive states occurs
at relatively high energies, 22,802–25,576 cm−1 (eA′, fA′, hA′, iA′,
jA′, kA′). The lower-lying cA′′, dA′, dA′′ group of states does not
seem to be of much photophysical importance. Interesting is the
fourth SO state bA′′, that is predominantly a3A′ MLCT (60%) in
the ground-state structure, becoming mostly singlet (85% a1A′′
MLCT) at the a3A′′ geometry. It is 2.7-times more emissive than
the third state cA′. The lowest three SO states become nearly pure
a3A′′ triplets; the third state cA′ is weakly emissive due to the 1%
c1A′ contribution. Its calculatedenergy, 16,845 cm−1 compareswell
with that of the emission bandmaximum at 16,949 cm−1 (590nm)
[44]. The total ZFS is calculated as 67 cm−1, comparable to the
value of 42.1 cm−1 measured [83,84] for [Re(Cl)(CO)3(phen)] in a
low-temperaturematrix. AssumingBoltzmanequilibriumbetween
the relaxed excited states, we can calculate the relative popu-
lations of the lowest four states as a function of temperature,
Table 3. The majority of the excited population is distributed
amongst the three lowest states. The bA′′ thermal population is
negligible but it can still provide an efficient thermally activated
decay pathway (radiative as well as nonradiative) to the ground
state. (Note, that the populations reported in Table 3 are approx-
imate since the same geometry is assumed for the first three SO
states and bA′′. It can be argued that the actual bA′′ energy at its
relaxed geometry is lower, leading to a higher relative popula-
tion.)
Knowing the SO-state characters and energies, we will
now attempt to explain the photophysics in terms of SO
states, Fig. 7. Laser-pulse excitation populates predominantly the
Franck–CondongA′ state, togetherwithagroupof close-lying states
I. The following ultrafast relaxation (<30 fs), manifested by ultra-
fast “instantaneous” fluorescence Stokes shift from the excitation
wavelength of 400nm (25,000 cm−1) to ∼530nm (∼18,900 cm−1)
seems to include both IVR, that will distort the molecular struc-
ture towards that approximated by the spin-free b1A′ state, and
electronic energy redistribution amongst the densely packedman-
ifold of emissive states II. The prompt “fluorescence” observed at
∼530nm is proposed to originate from this group of SO states,
whichare, furthermore, excitedvibrationally. This combinedmulti-
ple electronic and vibrational excitation accounts for the enormous
spectroscopic broadness (460–600nm half-width) of the “fluores-
cence” band observed for [Re(imH)(CO)3(phen)]+ and other ReI
carbonyl diimines [10,14,15]. Given the large triplet content in the
emissive SO states (except for iA′), it is better to talk about prompt
emission than fluorescence. The ∼150 fs emission decay is now
attributed to a nonradiative conversion of the group of states II
into the lowest four SO states, all vibrationally hot and in a unequi-
librated solvent arrangement. It is conceivable that this conversion
is facilitated by the increase of the triplet character upon chang-
ing the molecular structure of the optically populated states. The
initial population distribution of the low-lying SO states will be far
from equilibrium, determined kinetically. The intermediate emis-
sion is tentatively assigned to the fourth state bA′′ that decays with
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Table 3
Boltzmann population of the four lowest SO states of electronically excited [Re(imH)(CO)3(phen)]+ in DMF at different temperatures. Calculated from energies at the a3A′′
geometries, presented in Table 2. Last two columns: values obtained with E(cA′) = 0.016eV and E(bA′′) = 0.066eV above aA′′ , respectively. All other values as in Table 2.
253K 273K 293K 313K 273K E(cA′) doubled 273K E(bA′′) halved
aA′′ 0.38 0.37 0.37 0.37 0.41 0.37
bA′ 0.36 0.36 0.36 0.36 0.39 0.35
cA′ 0.26 0.27 0.27 0.27 0.21 0.26
bA′′ 0.00014 0.00025 0.00041 0.00063 0.00027 0.02
a 1.5ps lifetime to the three lowest states and to the ground state.
The ps relaxation times observed by UV–vis time-resolved absorp-
tion can be attributed to the population equilibration of the lowest
three states, their vibrational relaxation, and solvent restructur-
ing [14,15]. SO-calculations shed some light also on the origin of
the two excited-state IR signals, identity of the emissive state, and
the temperature dependence of the emission lifetime, although no
definitive explanation can be proposed yet. Two alternatives are
possible:
(i) The major TRIR feature corresponds to the aA′′ and bA′ states,
whereas the “minor” one is due to the third state cA′. The
expected population ratio (Table 3) 73:27 is close to that
observed experimentally [14] for [Re(Cl)(CO)3(phen)] inMeCN,
80:20. Emission occurs from the third state cA′, while the
Fig. 6. SO states of [Re(imH)(CO)3(phen)]+ in DMF solution calculated at the opti-
mized geometries of the spin-free ground a1A′ (left), b1A′ (middle) and a3A′′ (right)
states. Energies are referred to that of the aA′ ground state calculated at the a1A′
geometry. Red, blue and black arrows indicate transitions with oscillator strengths
larger than 0.01, 0.001–0.01 and 0.0005–0.001, respectively. SO TDDFT (PBE0,
COSMO-DMF) calculation.
fourth state bA′′ provides the thermally activated decay path-
way, ubiquitous in ReI carbonyl diimines [81,82]. However,
this interpretation does not explain why the IR spectra of the
“minor” and “major” states are so different [14].
(ii) The major excited-state IR signal belongs to the combined
population of the three lowest MLCT states aA′′, bA′, and cA′,
whereas the “minor” one corresponds to the fourth state bA′′,
lying at a lower energy than calculated. The long-lived emis-
sion occurs from the third (cA′) and the fourth (bA′′) state. (Note
that bA′′ is the most emissive state amongst the low-lying SO
states. Energy of relaxed bA′′ state is inevitably lower than that
calculated herein at the a3A′′ geometry.) The bA′′ state could
also provide the thermally activated quenching pathway, if it
undergoes a fast non-radiative decay to the ground-state. Alter-
natively, the thermal quenching could involve members of the
next group of SO states, i.e. cA′′, dA′, or dA′′.
Fig. 7. Spin–orbit photophysical model of [Re(imH)(CO)3(phen)]+ and other ReI
carbonyl-diimine complexes. Optical excitation populates the group of states I (red),
followed by ultrafast electronic and vibrational energy redistribution to the group
of states II, which undergoes prompt emission (red arrows) and ∼150 fs conversion
to bA′′ and the three lowest SO states, whose emission is shown by the thin black
and blue arrows. Bold dotted red arrows denote nonradiative decay of the lowest
SO states and the vertical double arrow stands for equilibration of the lowest three
states. Vibrational relaxation is omitted from the diagram for the sake of clarity.
(State energies are referred to that of the aA′ ground state calculated at the a1A′
geometry. SO TDDFT (PBE0, COSMO-DMF) calculation.).
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3.4. General aspects of the [Re(imH)(CO)3(phen)]+ spin–orbit
model
The SO-model provides a comprehensive view of the
[Re(imH)(CO)3(phen)]+ excited-state behavior and accounts
well for the principal experimental observations. Conclusions
based on relativistic calculations are not only quantitatively, but
also qualitatively different from the spin-free model, especially
concerning the characters of the excited states involved and the
identity of the intermediate state. The main conclusions emerging
from this case study are generally valid for the large family of
closed-shell heavy metal complexes:
(1) The SO excited-state density is much larger than assumed from
the spin-free model. High excited-state density has several
important consequences: (i) UV–vis absorption spectra orig-
inate from a large number of relatively weak transitions, (ii)
emission can occur from several simultaneously populated SO
states (e.g. bA′, cA′, and bA′′ in the present case), and (iii)
crossings and conical intersections between closely spaced SO
states couldprovideefficient electronic relaxationpathwaysvia
vibronic coupling.
(2) Majority of excited SO states cannot be classified as singlets
or triplets because of their highly mixed-spin characters. The
triplet character in the optically populated state increases upon
structural relaxation of the excited molecule. The lowest three
SO states largely retain the parent triplet character at both the
ground-state and relaxed a3A′′ geometries. The latter conclu-
sion agrees with results of most (but not all) SO calculations
(Section 4), as well as with experimental studies [1,2] of other
heavy-metal complexes.
(3) Given the spin-mixed character of the emitting SO states, it is
hardly possible to distinguish between fluorescence and phos-
phorescence and it is better to think in terms of prompt and
long-lived emission or luminescence.
(4) In the presence of strong SOC, intersystemcrossing and internal
conversion should be treated in a unified way, as non-radiative
transitions between SO states.
(5) Elucidating themechanismof conversionbetween theSOstates
including dynamical effects such as vibronic coupling, and
proposing selection rules is the next challenge. Solving this
problem will allow us to specify the deactivation pathways
and nonradiative transitions in terms of individual SO states,
explain the specificity of photophysical andphotochemical pro-
cesses and achieve better control of excited-state dynamics and
molecular photonic behavior.
4. Overview of spin–orbit excited-state studies
The SOC excited-state model of [Re(imH)(CO)3(phen)]+ pre-
sented above is based either on calculations where SO is included
in the Hamiltonian (RASSI-SO/MS-CASPT2) [71] or on a relativis-
tic TDDFT approach (SO-TDDFT) [73]. These techniques calculate
SO states and allow us to discuss absorption, fluorescence and
phosphorescence, aswell as intersystem crossing and internal con-
version in a unified way. However, developing such excited-state
schemes was made possible only by the most recent advances in
computational quantum chemistry. It is not possible to infer such
SO state diagrams from qualitative considerations and much sim-
pler models are therefore often used to interpret experimental
observations on excited-state properties and dynamics, Fig. 8. In
parallel, advanced computational techniques are being developed
to deal with SO effects at a high level of theory. In this section, we
will briefly review these two research directions.
Fig. 8. Comparison of excited-state models of closed-shell heavy-metal complexes
with electron accepting ligands. (A) One-electron excitations producing CT and IL
states. (dd* excitation and LF states are not shown.) (B and C) Spin-free model
consisting of distinct singlet (B) and triplet (C) excited-statemanifolds. Note the typ-
ically much larger 1IL–3IL than 1CT–3CT separation. (D) Qualitative perturbational
SO treatment predicts zero field splitting (ZFS) of the lowest triplet state to three
sublevels. (E) Manifold of SO states resulting from relativistic calculations. Usually,
the lowest three states$1–$3 can still be approximately viewedas the lowest-triplet
sublevels, but higher SO states are stronglymixed and cannot be derived by splitting
any particular triplet.
The discussion will be largely focused on closed-shell pseudo-
octahedral d6 or pseudo-square planar d8 complexes with
electron-accepting N∧N or C∧N ligands, which are intensively
studied because of their interesting photophysics and photonic
applications [1–3]. As was already stated for the ReI complexes
(Section 2), photophysics of this type of compounds are usually
interpreted in terms of MLCT and IL states arising from d→#*
and #→#* one-electron excitations, respectively. More realis-
tic excited-state description requires us to consider MLCT–LLCT
mixing, if electron donating ligands are present in the coordina-
tion sphere alongside the N∧N or C∧N acceptors. Other types of
excited states are of a little importance. LF states, due to d→d*
excitations, provide deactivation and reactive pathways in the
case of RuII polypyridines [85–87], while, in 3rd-row transition
metal complexes, they occur at too high energies to play any
important photophysical role. Moreover, they are highly mixed
with other excitations and the d and d* orbitals themselves are
rather delocalized [9,88,89]. (Note, however, that LF states are of
a paramount importance in photophysics of 3d-metal complexes,
e.g. [Fe(bpy)3]2+ [90,91] or Cr(acetylacetonate)3 [92].)
4.1. Qualitative approach to spin–orbit coupling
Instead of developing a full scheme of SOC states (such as that
shown in Figs. 2, 3-center and, schematically, 8E), qualitative mod-
els start with separate manifolds of spin-free singlet and triplet
states and apply SOC as a small perturbation that mixes the low-
est triplet state with singlet states as well as with other triplets
[1–3,10,93,94]. As a result, the lowest triplet-state T1 splits to three
spin sublevels T1(i) whose energies Ei are given by Eq. (4):
Ei = ET1 +
∑
Sn
|〈Sn|Hˆso|T1(i)〉|2
ET1 − ESn
+
∑
Tn
|〈Tn(j)|Hˆso|T1(i)〉|2
ET1 − ETn
(4)
ET1 is the energy of the unperturbed spin-free lowest triplet state,
Sn are the wavefunctions of spin-free singlet states, Tn are higher
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triplet states, and Tn(j) are wavefunctions of their SO sublevels.
The Sn state and a the triplet sublevel T1(i), as well as the sub-
levels Tn(j) and T1(i) must have the same double-group symmetry
for 〈Sn|Hˆso|Tk(i)〉 and 〈Tn(j)|Hˆso|T1(i)〉 to be nonzero, respectively.
Eq. (4) shows that ZFS of the T1 state results from SO-induced
mixing of the spin-free triplet T1 with singlets Sn (the first
term), and with substates of other triplets (the second term). The
singlet-triplet SOmixing determines the radiative rate constant for
emission of the sublevel T1i:
kr(i) ∼= const × %˜3 ×
∣∣∣∣∣∑
Sn
〈Sn|HˆSO|T1(i)〉
ET1 − ESn
× 〈S0|e*r|Sn〉
∣∣∣∣∣
2
× FC (5)
It follows that the radiative decay rate depends not only on
the singlet–triplet SO mixing, but also on the transition moments
〈S0|e*r|Sn〉 of the admixed singlet transitions, and on the vibrational
overlap (i.e. the Franck–Condon factor, FC). This is nicely illus-
trated by the eA′ state of [Re(imH)(CO)3(phen)]+ (Table 1) that is
predominantly triplet but partially spectroscopically allowed (osc.
strength=0.0017) due to only 2% admixture of the strongly allowed
b1A′ spin-free state. On the other hand, the transition to dA′′ has
oscillator strength of only 0.0004 despite having 57% singlet con-
tribution, but from a spectroscopicly strongly forbidden spin-free
state a1A′′.
Eq. (4) can be, in principle, applied to any triplet state Tk and its
sublevels Tk(i). Estimating SOCmatrix elements 〈Sn|Hˆso|Tk〉 allowsus
to single out strongly SO-coupled states and thus identify fast ISC
pathways or strongly emissive states. Such estimates are based on
the following approximations: (i) Only the one-electron HˆSO term
(Eq. (2)) is considered. (ii) Only contributions of the metal atom
and heavier halogen ligands, if present in the coordination sphere,
are considered. Contributions from all light atoms, such as H, C, O,
N, etc. are neglected because of the pronounced #(riA) dependence
on the nuclear charge, Eq. (3). (iii) Excited states are expressed as
linear combinations of one-electron excitations betweenKSmolec-
ular orbitals (Eq. (1a)). (iv) Only one-center SO interactions are
considered, i.e. SOC induced by the nuclear charge (ZeffA , Eq. (3))
of atom A acts only on the electron density localized at the atom
A, described the corresponding atomic orbital wavefunction times
the LCAO mixing coefficient in the KS molecular orbitals that are
involved in the excitation.
Using these approximations and an empirical knowledge of
the behavior of IL and MLCT excited states, it is possible to for-
mulate qualitative rules to identify strongly SO-coupled states
[1–3,16,17,93,94]:
1. Separation between spin-free 1IL and 3IL states is much larger
than between 1MLCT and 3MLCT. Consequently, 3IL states often
occur energetically below 1MLCT and close to 3MLCT, even if 1IL
lies at high energies. (This is an effect of the exchange integral K,
not SOC.)
2. 1,3MLCT energies are much more environment-dependent than
1,3IL ones. Increasing the solvent polarity or going from solvents
to rigid matrices increase the 3MLCT energy, pushing 3MLCT
states closer to, or even above 3IL. TDDFT in vacuo calculates
much lower 1,3MLCT energies than in the case that the solvent is
included through dielectric models [9,61].
3. SOC between any two spin-free singlet and triplet states Sn and
Tk is determined by the SO matrix element 〈Sn|HˆSO|Tk〉 that will
have a large value if Sn and Tk differ in one spinorbital, which in
each state has to be largely localized on the metal and/or other
heavy atom(s). Hence, strong 1MLCT(d#*)↔ 3MLCT(d′#*) SOC is
expected, because the two states differ only in the depopulated
orbital (d and d′, see Fig. 8A) that is in each case metal-localized.
On the other hand, 1IL↔ 3IL SOC will be weak because the two
states arise from the same ##* excitation and both orbitals are
largely localized on light ligand atoms. 1IL(##*)↔ 3MLCT(d#*)
and 1MLCT(d#*)↔ 3IL(##*) interactions also will be weak even
if they differ in one depopulated spin orbital, d vs. #. This is
because the d and # orbitals are localized at different parts of
the molecule, in contrary to the assumption (iv) above. (Nev-
ertheless, 3IL states are subjected to SOC effects through their
interconfigurational mixing with 3MLCT, see Section 2.)
4. An SO matrix element 〈Sn|HˆSO|Tk〉 between spin-free states will
have a non-zero value only if the direct product of Sn and Tk
symmetry representations transforms as one of the rotation
components Rx, Ry, or Rz. Therefore, a 1MLCT↔ 3MLCT SOC
will be strong only if the two states differ in the depopulated
d orbital, the electron-accepting #* orbital being the same. In
terms of Fig. 8, thismeans a strong SOC between the 1MLCT(d#*)
and 3MLCT(d′#*) states, but not between 1MLCT(d#*) and
3MLCT(d#*). Similar argument can be made for SOC between
halide-to-diimine 1,3LLCT states that have to involve different
halide p# orbitals in the triplet and the singlet [10].
5. Having in hand DFT-calculated KS molecular orbitals and
TDDFT-calculated spin-free states, it is possible to estimate the
magnitude of a SOC matrix element between states Sn and Tk
whose wavefunctions contain contributions from MO→#* and
MO’→#* MLCT excitations, respectively:
〈Sn|HˆSO|Tk〉 = ab#M(cdc′d){〈d|ˆl · sˆ|d′〉} (6)
cd and c′d are the d and d
′ LCAO coefficients in the occupiedmolecu-
lar orbitalsMO andMO’, respectively; a and b stand for theweights
of MO→#* andMO’→#* MLCT excitations in the Sn and Tk states,
respectively, in the spirit of Eq. (1). The last term depends on the
molecular symmetry and contains SO integrals between d and d′
spinorbitals whose values are tabulated [95]. Eq. (6) predicts SO
between given spin-free singlet and triplet states to increase with
increasingd-orbital participation in themolecular orbitals involved
(cd and c′d) andwith increasingMLCT excited-state characters a and
b. This equation thus takes care of both the orbital delocalization
and excitation mixing.
Rules 1–5 have been expanded and used to identify strongly
emitting metal complexes applicable in OLEDs and formulate use-
ful design rules. This subject is very well covered in the literature
[1–3,16,17].
The use of these qualitative assumptions and rules can be illus-
trated, for example, by a search for strongly SO coupled states and
ISC pathways in ReI, CuI, and Pt0 complexes:
The SO matrix element 〈b1A′|HˆSO|a3A′′〉 of Re carbonyl-diimines
was estimated [10] as ab(−i/2)#Re(c′dc′′d) and ab(−i/2)(#Rec′dc′′d +
#Xc′pc′′p) for [Re(Etpy)(CO)3(bpy)]+ and [Re(X)(CO)3(bpy)] (X=Cl, I),
respectively. c′d and c
′
p are the d(Re) and p(X) LCAO coefficients in
the HOMO-1, while c′′d and c
′′
p are the corresponding coefficients in
the HOMO, # is the atomic spin–orbit parameter [96], a and b are
the weights of the HOMO-1→ LUMO and HOMO→ LUMO excita-
tions in the transitions to the b1A′ and a3A′′ states in the sense of
Eq. (1), respectively. The square SO matrix element values of 550,
503 and 1303 cm−1 obtained for the Etpy, Cl, and I species, respec-
tively, demonstrate the importance of heavy halogen atoms, i.e. of
the X→bpy LLCT contribution, for SOC [10]. Smaller values (58,
92, and 267 cm−1, respectively) were obtained for 〈b1A′|HˆSO|b3A′′〉,
because ofmuch smallerMLCTweight b in the b3A′′ spin-free state.
A similar analysis of tetracoordinate CuI and Pt0 complexes,
whose optically populated 1MLCT state undergoes surprisingly
slow ISC (13–16 and 3.2ps, respectively), revealed that the SO
matrix elements between the 1MLCT and low-lying triplets are very
small because they involve the samedorbital [93,94]. Strongly cou-
pled triplets lie at inaccessibly high energies and cannot engage
in ISC. Vice versa, the lowest triplets are well SO-coupled only to
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high-lying singlet states that are not populated at the excitation
wavelengths used. ISC rates are limited by the small SOC between
the optically excited 1MLCT and the lowest triplet states. Energetic
inaccessibility of suitable SO-interacting singlets also explains the
slow ISC in the dinuclear complex [Pt2(pop)4]4− [97–99].
The ZFS concept (Eq. (4)) and qualitative SOC treatments out-
lined in this section provide a convenient way to discuss and
understand the behavior of the lowest triplet state and predict
emission from its sublevels using Eq. (5). Higher states engage in
so many strong SO interactions that they should be regarded as
SO states instead of sublevels of any parent spin-free triplet. Still,
their energies and compositions in terms of parent spin-free states
can be obtained perturbationally, but the full SO secular problem
has to be solved [100], see Section 4.2. This procedure is neces-
sary even for the lowest triplet and its sublevels, if the ZFS is to be
calculated accurately. For example, the T1 state of Ir(ppy)3 inter-
acts stronglywith at lest 8 singlet states [101]. 50 spin-free singlets
and 50 triplets had to be included in perturbational TDDFT calcula-
tions of Ir(ppy)3, [Ru(bpy)3]2+, and [Os(bpy)3]2+ to achieve a good
agreement with experimental ZFS [100].
4.2. Spin–orbit excited-state calculations
Thefirst theoretical studiesof SOCeffects onMLCTexcited states
emerged in early 1980s. SOCmodels of [M(bpy)3]2+ (M=Fe, Ru, Os)
electronic structures and spectra [102–104] have formulated the
SO splitting patterns, SOCmatrix elements, and spin-state symme-
tries and wavefunctions. Similar approach was applied [105,106]
to phosphorescent 3IL states of [Rh(bpy)3]3+ and [Rh(phen)3]3+
with a much smaller ZFS, and to the metal–metal bonded complex
[Pt2(P2O5H2)4]2− [98]. A DFT computational study of [Ru(bpy)3]2+
appeared in 1994, which included SOC into DFT from the first prin-
ciples (i.e. not as an additional perturbation), the Ru spin–orbit
coupling constant having been the only empirical parameter used
[107]. This work has provided the first quantitative SO model of
[Ru(bpy)3]2+ excited states and its results compared reasonably
well to the experimental absorption spectrum.
In-depth SO computational studies of metal complexes are
still rather rare. Spectroscopic SO effects were investigated
for H2M(CO)4 (M=Fe, Os) [18]. CASSCF/MS-CASPT2 calculations
yielded a manifold of M→CO MLCT SO states, revealed a decrease
of absorption-band intensities and, for H2Fe(CO)4, an emergence
of a new spectroscopic feature upon including SOC. Some of the
H2Os(CO)4 spin-free triplets are split and mixed with other states
to such an extent that they cannot be related to any particular set of
spin-free triplet states. For example, the spin-free a3B2 state is split
by ∼3000 cm−1, contributing 40–50% to several SO states. Inter-
esting are CASSCF-type calculations of SOC effects on nonradiative
photophysical and photochemical behavior, for example, intersys-
tem crossing in HCo(CO)4 [108], M–H bond photodissociation in
[M(H)(CO)3(1,4-diazabutadiene)] [109], and intraligand trans–cis
isomerization in [Re(styrylpyridine)(CO)3(bpy)]+ [19,110]. Emis-
sion from SO states has been investigated for OLED-relevant
Pd(thpy)2 and Pt(thpy)2 cyclometallated complexes by relativistic
multiconfiguration SCF [111]. Much larger singlet-triplet mixing
and, hence, emission transition moments were calculated for Pt
than Pd, not only because of larger Pt effective nuclear charge Zeff
but also due to a higher d(Pt) orbital participation in the MOs
depopulated upon excitation (i.e. due to a higher MLCT content
in Pt(thpy)2 excited states). The calculation has produced a series
of Pt(thpy)2 SO states together with emission transition moments.
The first two SO states can be regarded as sublevels of the low-
est triplet while the third SO state is calculated highly mixed and
∼700 cm−1 above the second one. All SO excited states except the
lowest one are predicted to be emissive, but most of the emission
will originate from the second SO state, since the higher ones lie
at too high energies to be thermally populated after equilibration.
In addition, potential-energy curves of SO states along a ligand
twisting coordinate were calculated, together with energies and
intensities of emission from individual vibronic SOstates. Thiswork
provides an interesting insight into the properties of SO states,
although the results on the third state do not agree with exper-
iments [1] that found the third SO state only 9 cm−1 above the
secondone and showed that all three lowest-lying SO states behave
as the lowest-triplet sublevels.
A perturbational TDDFT approach to SOC has been used
to calculate SOC-states of Ir(ppy)3 [100,101], Ir(ppy)2L [112],
cyclometallated PtII complexes [16], aswell as [M(bpy)3]2+ (M=Ru,
Os) [100]. TD-DFT was first used to calculate the energies and
wavefunctions of spin-free singlet and triplet states. SO state ener-
gies and compositions were then obtained by constructing the
SO matrix, that describes all possible SO interactions between the
spin-free states, and solving the SO secular equation [100]. These
calculations revealed very high densities of SO states, identified
principal coupling pathways, estimated ZFS, and provided absorp-
tion and emission transition energies and oscillator strengths. It
has been noted [100] that both optical excitation and electron-hole
recombination in Ir(ppy)3 populate directly SO states, which are
therefore relevant to OLED operation.
5. Experimental observations of spin–orbit phenomena
Zero-field splitting (ZFS), strong “phosphorescence” (i.e. fast
triplet radiative decay), ultrafast triplet-state population (ISC), and
fast nonradiative decay from the lowest triplet to the ground state
are the most obvious photophysical manifestations of SOC. Ultra-
fast excited-state dynamics are expected to be affected as well, the
high density of SO states providing efficient electronic relaxation
pathways.
To interpret experimental excited-state behavior, we can use
the spin-free model, the qualitative perturbational SO approach
or, more rigorously, we can work within the framework of SO
states, as explained in Section 3. Spin-free calculations are widely
used to assign UV–vis absorption spectra of heavy metal com-
plexes, often achieving good quantitativematchwith experimental
spectra. However, Fig. 4 clearly demonstrates that spin-free and
SO assignments of the [Re(imH)(CO)3(phen)]+ lowest absorption
band are qualitatively different, despite close resemblance of the
two simulated spectra. SOC explains better the broad shapes of
absorption bands of heavy-metal complexes, attributing them to
a multitude of transitions to a larger number of SO states. Simi-
lar statement can be made about broad emission bands, although
the number of emitting SO states is limited by Botzman population
distribution. Assigning absorption and emission spectra according
to the SO-model could have important implications for evaluating
molecular excited-state distortion from spectroscopic band shapes
(e.g. the Huang–Rhys factor) and interpreting resonance Raman
spectra.
The spin-free model works with unrealistically low excited-
state densities. In the [Re(imH)(CO)3(phen)]+ example, there are
5 spin-free states (2 singlets, 3 triplets) between the lowest triplet
a3A′′ and lowest allowed singlet b1A′, in contrast with 14 SO states
calculated in the same energy range, Fig. 3. [Re(imH)(CO)3(phen)]+
is a relatively simple chromophore with only single electron-
accepting ligand. The situation becomesmuchmore complicated in
complexes like Ir(ppy)3, where 70 SO stateswere calculatedwithin
1eV above the lowest excited state (or 140 states within 1.88 eV)
[100]. The presence of so many excited states in a narrow energy
range must have dramatic consequences for absorption and emis-
sion spectra, as well as electronic relaxation following excitation.
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Spin-free model alone is incapable of interpreting ZFS or phos-
phorescence but it can be easily amended by including SOC as a
weak perturbation, Eqs. (4) and (5). In the full SO-model, ZFS is just
a phenomenological parameter, defined as the energy difference
between the lowest three SO states. Instead of fluorescence and
phosphorescence, we talk about emission (photoluminescence)
from individual SO states. The radiative rate constant of emission
fromanexcited state SOm to the ground state SO0 is expressed [111]
by Eq. (7),
kr(m) ∼= const × %˜3 × 〈SOm|erˆ|SO0〉2 × FC (7)
which describes the transition probability using the usual transi-
tion moment. SO matrix elements do not enter the equation since
SOC is already included in the wavefunctions SOm and SO0. Sim-
ilarly, intersystem crossing and internal conversion are no longer
distinguished and are treated in a unifiedway as nonradiative tran-
sitions between SO states. However, a satisfactory theory is still
missing.
In the following text, wewill briefly comment on themain pho-
tophysical manifestations of SOC.
Zero-field splitting. The ZFS concept iswell applicable to the low-
est three SO states that can be regarded as sublevels of the lowest
spin-free triplet state. ZFS is an experimental parameter that can
be obtained from high-resolution emission spectra at low tem-
peratures or temperature-dependent emission lifetimes [1,2]. Very
small ZFS in Rh complexes was measured by optically detected
magnetic resonance [105,106]. Experimental ZFS shows the energy
separation of the three lowest SO states and is most often inter-
preted using the perturbational language (Eq. (4)) as the splitting of
the lowest triplet state. Substantial SOC-inducedZFSof tensof cm−1
is very common in transition metal polypyridine and cyclomet-
allated complexes [1,2]. ZFS magnitude increases with increasing
d-orbital participation in the emitting triplet, i.e. with its MLCT
character. Large ZFS of a metal complex indicates strong phospho-
rescence and potential applicability in OLEDs [1,2].
Site-selective emission spectroscopy in solid matrices has
revealed that ZFS can vary by as much as 100% between different
sites of the matrix [1,2,113]. This observation shows that the MLCT
character of the lowest triplet, which is mostly determined by the
3MLCT-3IL mixing, is very sensitive to the molecular environment.
It is not known experimentally how ZFS changes on going from a
solid matrix to a fluid solution and how it depends on the solvent.
Nevertheless, thewell-known “rigidochromic effect” [114] demon-
strates that 3MLCT states lie at lower energies in solutions than in
glasses, further apart from the 3IL states. Larger 3MLCT-3IL energy
separation in solution results in smaller mixing and, hence, larger
MLCT content in the lowest triplet. This conclusion is supported
by the observation of an “IR rigidochromism”, when excited-state
$(CO) IR bands of Re carbonyl-diimines occur at higher energies
in solutions than low-T glasses [66]. Therefore, we may expect ZFS
of emissive 3MLCT states to be larger in fluid solutions than the
values reported from low-temperature experiments. It can even be
expected that the 3IL–3MLCT mixing and, hence, ZFS changes dur-
ing relaxation of the excited chromophore and its environment, as
was suggested for ReI carbonyl-diimines by TRIR [15,51,63–65].
ZFS strongly affects low-temperature emission spectra and
decay, because of an unequal and temperature-dependent sub-
level population. Out of many known cases, some representative
examples are discussed in refs. [1,2,83,84,113,115–117]. Sublevels
derived from the lowest triplet have very different emission life-
times due to different radiative and nonradiative decay rates. The
lowest sublevel usually has the highest triplet content and is
the longest-lived one, whereas the highest sublevel (i.e. the third
SO state) is most emissive [1,2,115,116]. Equilibration between
sublevels in low-temperature matrices is in most cases faster
than the decay times, i.e. sub-microsecond. Such complexes then
exhibit thermally equilibrated emission and pronounced tempera-
ture dependences of emission lifetimes. At very low temperatures
(<2K), only the lowest sublevel (i.e. the first SO state) is populated
and its lifetime can be determined separately [1,2,116,117]. Inter-
conversion between the sublevels in low-T matrices is treated as
spin-lattice relaxation and its mechanisms have been thoroughly
reviewed [1]. Only few kinetics data are available. For example,
in [Pt(thpy)2], the conversion of the second to the first sublevel
over a 7 cm−1 energy difference takes place with a 720ns life-
time at 1.3K, whereas conversions of the third sublevel to the
second and first ones are much faster [1]. Very slow conversion
of the second to the first triplet sublevel, 22%s, was measured
for [Ir(bis(2-(2′-benzothienyl)-pyridinato-N,C3 ′)(acetylacetonate)]
at 1.5K [1,113]. A PtII complex [Pt(4,6-difluoro-ppy)(CN)2] is an
exceptional case [115] exhibiting a triexponential emission decay
(11.5, 31.5, and100%s) at1.2K fromnon-thermalized lowest triplet
sublevels that are separated by less than 2 cm−1, whereas a sin-
gle exponential decay (28.3%s) was measured at 10K. It follows
that the spin-lattice relaxation is very slow at 1.2K but gets much
faster as the temperature increases. Interconversion between the
lowest-triplet sublevels (i.e. the lowest three SO states) will be
much faster in fluid solutions at ambient temperature because
of high density and accessibility of energy-accepting vibrational
states and solvent fluctuations that help overcoming energy bar-
riers. For example, equilibration of two simultaneously populated
SO states of [Re(Cl)(CO)3(N∧N)] has been found to take only a few
ps in MeCN [14].
ZFS effects on ambient-temperature photophysics are usually
neglected, which could lead to erroneous predictions and obscure
the real origin of the observed photophysical phenomena. This
point can be illustrated using [Re(Cl)(CO)3(phen)] as an example.
Its lowest 3CT state is split into three sublevels [83,84]. The two
higher ones TIII and TII lie 42.1 and 14 cm−1 above TI, respectively
(EPAglass, T<50K). The substate lifetimesdiffer by2orders ofmag-
nitude: 149, 34.5, and1.92%s, respectively. The threedistinct decay
processes aremanifested by the strong temperature dependence of
the emission decay lifetime below 50K. Such low-T photophysical
phenomena are normally assumed to be leveled off as the temper-
ature increases, since the thermal energy kBT is larger than ZFS and
sublevel equilibration occurs on a fs–ps timescale. However, ZFS
in fluid solutions could be larger than in low-T matrices and give
rise to T-dependent emission even at ambient temperatures. More
importantly, there is no reason to assume that emission originates
only from the lowest-triplet sublevels. For example, in the case of
[Re(imH)(CO)3(phen)]+, we have found three close-lying emissive
states bA′, cA′ and bA′′, Figs. 6 and 7. The latter is the 4th SO state,
not a lowest-triplet sublevel. Several emissive states could be pop-
ulated in more complex OLED-relevant chromophores, although
direct experimental evidence is lacking and theoretical calculations
would require structural optimization of individual SO states – a
very difficult task, indeed. Simultaneous emission from several SO
states has to be considered when designing spectroscopically pure
OLED emitters.
Emission polarization. Anisotropy of emission from an SO
state could be different from that predicted for phosphores-
cence from the lowest spin-free triplet state, because the most
emissive sublevel could have a different symmetry. For exam-
ple, the [Re(imH)(CO)3(phen)]+ lowest spin-free triplet is a3A′′
(Figs. 2 and 3-right), predicting a perpendicular phosphorescence
polarization that would be manifested by anisotropy of −0.2.
Experimentally, values slightly lower than +0.4 were found for
[Re(imH)(CO)3(phen)]+ (0.4) and [Re(imH)(CO)3(dmp)]+ (0.2–0.3)
bound to proteins [51,118] and for [Re(Et-imH)(CO)3(phen)]+ in a
MeCN solution (ca. 0.4). Emission anisotropy of 0.3 was measured
[119] for a similar complex [Re(4-HOOC-pyridine)(CO)3(2,9-Me2-
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4,7-Ph2-phen)]+ in a glycerol glass. These anisotropy values
indicate that the absorption and emission transition moments are
nearly parallel (theoretical anisotropyof 0.4). Since light absorption
excites transitions to A′ SO states (Fig. 3, Table 1), the observa-
tion of a nearly parallel polarization shows that emission occurs
from an SO state of A′ symmetry, instead of the spin-free a3A′′
state. Anisotropymeasurements thus fully agreewith the SOmodel
(Table 2, Figs. 6 and 7) that assigns the emission to the cA′ and (with
a lower intensity) bA′ states. Contribution of the fourth-state bA′′
emission could be responsible for the experimental values being
slightly lower than 0.4.
Intersystem crossing. Efficient population of the lowest triplet
state in heavy transition metal complexes is another consequence
of large SOC. Quantum yields of 3MLCT population approach
unity because ISC is fast enough to compete with other deacti-
vation processes of the excited singlet. In the spin-free model, a
small SOC perturbation is assumed to couple the optically pop-
ulated 1MLCT state with that 3MLCT state, which differs in the
depopulated d orbital (Section 4.1, rule 4). ISC between such
states is allowed because the spin-flip is compensated by d-
orbital rotation. In the SO-model, ISC is treated as a conversion
between SO states. Only few quantitative experimental studies
have been published so far, which have revealed fs rates for
pseudooctahedral d6 complexes [10,14,15,90,91,120–122] and ps
rates for flattened-tetrahedral d10 ones [93,94] and the dimeric
[Pt2(P2O5H2)4]4− [97,99]. Understanding and controlling ISC kinet-
ics and mechanism remain a challenging problem for inorganic
photophysics. A theoretical treatment would require calculating
potential energy surfaces of SO states and examining their vibronic
coupling.
Ultrafast excited-state dynamics. Pronounced SOC effects could
be expected to show up in ultrafast spectroscopic experiments
even at ambient temperatures. Closely-spaced low-lying SO states
are initially populated from higher optically excited states in a
non-equilibrated distribution, each of them vibrationally excited.
The high density of SO states will lead to multiple crossings and
conical intersections along the decay pathways, affecting or deter-
mining excited-state dynamics. One could even imagine creating
coherent superpositions of close-lying SO states in heavy-metal
complexes upon excitation with fs laser pulses, or a breakdown
of Born–Oppenheimer approximation during excited-state evolu-
tion.
Generally, electronic relaxation of higher SO states and equili-
bration of the lower ones, together with vibrational relaxation, will
contribute to thekineticsmeasuredby time-resolved spectroscopic
techniques on a fs–ps timescale. Because of different sensitivities
to individual kinds of relaxation processes and states, we may
expect observing different spectroscopic signatures and kinetics
in different spectroscopic regions, as well as in absorption and
emission. Indeed, complicated ultrafast relaxation dynamics have
been observed [10,14,15,24] for ReI tricarbonyl diimine complexes,
including [Re(imH)(CO)3(phen)]+, Section 3.3.
6. Concluding remarks
Excited-state model based on SO states of a mixed-spin char-
acter can be developed for closed-shell heavy metal complexes,
using relativistic quantum chemical calculations that explicitly
include SOC. The model consists of a single manifold of SO states
that replaces the customary sets of singlets and triplets of con-
ventional spin-free models. SO states are characterized by their
energies, double-group symmetries, contributing spin-free singlet
and triplet states, and the oscillator strengths of corresponding
transitions from the ground state. In the case of sufficiently strong
SOC, there would be no physical distinction between fluorescence
and phosphorescence from SO states, as well as between inter-
system crossing and internal conversion. Spin–orbit and vibronic
coupling would have to be treated at the same level of theory.
The SO-model has important consequences for our understanding
of spectroscopic properties and photochemical behavior of heavy
metal complexes:
1. SOC tends to broaden and weaken spectroscopic bands relative
to those obtained by spin-free calculations. Absorption bands
arise from a large number of weaker transitions to SO states,
instead of a few intense spin-allowed transitions. SO states of a
predominantly triplet origin can significantly contribute to the
spectra, if containing small admixtures of strongly allowed sin-
glets. Spectra calculated by the SO- and spin-free techniques are
quantitatively similar but, to a considerable extent, of a qualita-
tively different origin.
2. Emission bands of heavy metal complexes could encompass
transitions from several SO states. The lowest SO state usually
has the highest triplet parentage and is the least emissive.
3. The large density of SO states allows for multiple electronic and
vibrational excitations. Convoluted electronic and vibrational
energy redistribution and relaxation are expected to contribute
to ultrafast excited-state dynamics. Electronic relaxation will
proceed through cascades of state crossings and conical inter-
sections between closely spaced SO states.
4. High-lying SO states are often strongly emissive. Prompt, fast
decaying, emission from higher states is expected in heavy
metal complexes and ultrafast time-resolved emission studies
will provide important photophysical and dynamical infor-
mation. So far, prompt emission (“fluorescence”) from metal
complexes has been studied only rarely, see for example Refs.
[10,90,93,94,97,99,120–123].
5. Energy of high-lying SO states could be harnessed by ultrafast
electron- or energy transfer, provided that electronic relaxation
is not competitive. However, the large density of states will gen-
erally facilitate deactivation processes and shorten the upper
excited-state lifetimes.
6. The high density of SO states could give rise to unexpected
photophysical or photochemical phenomena such as coher-
ent population of SO states upon fs excitation, breakdown of
Born–Oppenheimer approximation during SO state evolution,
stimulated emission from high-lying states, etc. In any case, we
should expect seeing manifestations of SO state dynamics in
ultrafast experiments. Time-resolved spectroscopy could possi-
bly inform us on the energy separation of the lowest SO states
(ZFS) and their equilibration rate in fluid solutions at ambi-
ent temperature. The SO-model also predicts excitation-energy
dependent photophysics and photochemistry, if a high-lying
strongly coupled SO state is selectively excited.
7. The SO model (i.e. relativistic excited-state calculation) of
[Re(imH)(CO)3(phen)]+ confirms that the three lowest SO states
are largely derived from the lowest spin-free triplet and can be
treated as its sublevels. The ZFS concept is thus valid within the
SO-model and the experimentally determined ZFS corresponds
to theenergy separationof the three lowest SOstates, ashasbeen
indicated by experimental studies of many heavy-metal com-
plexes [1–3]. The qualitative perturbational SO approach (Eqs.
(4)–(6))providesauseful guidanceon thecharacter andbehavior
of the lowest-triplet sublevels. However, higher-lying SO states
are toomixed tobe regardedas sublevels of any specific spin-free
triplet.
The relativistic model of SO states provides a conceptual frame-
work to discuss spectroscopic and photophysical phenomena in
a unified way. It also presents new theoretical and experimental
challenges. Understanding thedynamics andevolutionof thedense
988 R. Baková et al. / Coordination Chemistry Reviews 255 (2011) 975–989
manifolds of SO states will allow us to pinpoint specific deactiva-
tion pathways and achieve a better control of photonic behavior of
metal complexes.
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Appendix A. Computational details
The electronic structure of [Re(imH)(CO)3(phen)]+ was cal-
culated by DFT and SA-CASSCF/MS-CASPT2 methods using the
Gaussian 09 A.02 [124], ADF 2010.01 [125] and MOLCAS 7.4 [70]
program packages. The Cs constrained symmetry was maintained
in all calculations. The DFT methodology included in Gaussian 09
was used for geometry optimization of the ground state and sev-
eral lowest lying excited states. The geometry of the lowest triplet
state was calculated by the UKS approach; the geometry of the
b1A′ state was obtained by TDDFT. DFT calculations employed
Perdew, Burke, Ernzerhof (PBE0) hybrid functional [126,127]. The
solvent was described by the polarizable conductor calculation
model (PCM) [77]. For H, C, N, O, and Cl atoms, polarized triple-
& basis sets 6–311g(d) [128,129], together with quasirelativistic
effective core pseudopotentials and corresponding optimized set
of basis functions for Re [130,131]. The bond lengths variation due
to the excitation to b1A′ and a3A′′ states is listed in Table A1.
Table A1
The DFT (G09/PBE0/PCM-DMF) calculated changes of selected bond lengths of
[Re(imH)(CO)3(phen)]+ upon excitation to spin-free b1A′ and a3A′′ states.
Bond "r(b1A′-GS) "r(a3A′′-GS)
Ru–N −0.062 −0.077
Ru–N (im) −0.028 −0.079
Ru–C (ax) 0.032 0.083
Ru–C (eq) 0.053 0.049
N–C2 0.026 0.032
C2–C2′ −0.028 −0.037
The SO-RASSI calculations were performed by the MOLCAS 7.4
software. 18 electrons have been correlated in 14 active orbitals (7
of the A′ symmetry, 7 of the A′′ symmetry). Six 1A′, four 1A′′, five 3A′
andfive3A′′ spin-free stateshavebeen included into thecalculation,
resulting in 40 spin–orbit states. For all the atoms, atomic natural
orbitals relativistic consistent correlated ANO-RCC basis sets have
been usedwith the following double-zeta contraction scheme: (8s,
4p, 3d, 1f) contracted to [2s, 1p] forH, (14s, 9p, 4d, 3f, 2g) contracted
to [3s, 2p, 1d] for C,N,O and triple-zeta contraction scheme (24s,
21p,15d,11f, 4g, 2h) contracted to [7s, 6p,4d,2f, 1g] for the rhenium
atom.
The ADF program first performed scalar relativistic TDDFT
calculations in order to determine the lowest single-group sym-
metry excited states and then the spin–orbit coupling operator
was applied to obtain excitation energies with spin–orbit coupling
effects included [73]. Slater type orbital (STO) basis sets of triple-&
qualitywith two polarization functions for Ru and double-& quality
with onepolarization function for remaining atomswere employed
(core electrons were included). PBE0 hybrid functional together
with the scalar relativistic (SR) zero order regular approximation
(ZORA) [132] was used within this study. COSMO [76] model was
used for the modeling of the solvent effect.
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